
Welcome to Library work
Librarians can forget that people from other professions don’t know this stuff about libraries. 

This is a Creative Commons CC-BY guide to help you. Please copy, rework, and use how you like!

The GLAM sector
You’ll see this acronym a lot.

G alleries! We collect and display art and objects. We care a lot about valuation, preservation, 
provenance, and ethical acquisitions. Galleries can be for the public, or for commercial sales.

L ibraries! We collect and lend or provide access to books, and now most of us also have 
audiobooks, videos, photos, toys and kits, comics... anything! Libraries often teach their 
community about information skills, too.

A rchives! We collect records and documents, things that are the evidence of our society. We aim 
to preserve “archival fons” or the layout of how we found things. A lot of our archives are 
restricted for a number of years.

M useums! We collect and display everything - objects, art, documents, to tell a story about 
history and human culture. We care about preservation, and provenance is both about ethics 
and the stories we can tell about the objects.

GLAM organisations are often also called “cultural” organisations. A lot of us have all four types of 
work in the one organisation! Our staff can often transfer skills between different GLAM roles.

It is often hard to find software that suits GLAM work, because there are not many of us compared 
to other industries.

Useful trivia
• The word “Collection” can mean a whole library. But it can also mean a smaller formed 

collection. These can be based on a common topic, or be a collection of letters and 
manuscripts related to a person. Always ask to be sure!

• Ephemera is what we call short-lived things. Menus. Fliers. Election propaganda. 
Advertisements.

• Some libraries have special borrowing privileges for staff! If it's your first time working in a 
library you should definitely ask about this.



Types of Libraries
There’s a bunch of different types, and they all have different goals. Some libraries can be two or more types 
at the same time.

School Library

• Supports school curriculum and teachers

• Encourages literacy

• Often isolated from other libraries 

Academic Library

• Supports curriculum and/or researchers

• Found in universities, TAFE, etc.

• Often collects research data and theses in local repositories

Public Library

• Focused on serving localcommunities

• Systems with multiple branches/locations.

• Hosts storytime for children, and literacy and 
basic IT skills for adults 

State or Territory Library

• In Australia, most are Deposit Libraries

• Funded by state & territory governments and operate under 
state & territory legislation

• Work together in Australia as NSLA to run National 
Edeposit

Deposit Library

• Laws at federal, state, or territory level define 
Legal Deposit

• Entitled to a free copy of everything published in 
their legal jurisdiction

• Some states and territories get multimedia and 
digital books, others only get print books

• If there is more than one Deposit lbrary in a 
region, the publisher has to give ALL of them a 
copy

National Library

• There’s one in most countries

• Funded by and operates under federal government 
legislation

• Also a member of NSLA

• Is a Deposit Library for all of Australia

• America has a Library of Congress but they don’t have an 
official national library!

Health or Medical Library

• In a hospital, medical school, or other health 
agency

• Collects high quality reference material to make 
medical decisions

• Organised and arranged differently, to help 
medical researchers find information about 
medical conditions

Law Library

• In a law firm, university, or government agency

• Collects up to date legislation, transcripts, and court rulings 
to support legal research

• Organised and arranged differently, to help lawyers find 
information relevant to their jurisdiction and topic

Government Library

• Part of a government agency

• Depending on the size of the agency, they can 
have only 1 or 100s of staff

• Support public servants in their work

• Sends Government Deposit to a central location, 
which forwards copies to each Deposit Library

Special Library

• Small and purpose-specific, focused on expertise in a 
narrow subject area

• Often attached to a larger organisation and not accessible 
outside of the organisation

• Usually only 1-5 librarians

• Often librarians are also website administrators or IT 
support



What is library work like?
Libraries work together collaboratively on shared standards. We can be more innovative and 
dynamic than private industry, but it can also take a lot of inertia to implement changes globally. We 
struggle with low budgets even though we improve economies. There are a lot of debates about how 
to categorise library work. This is only one way, your library may have a different approach.

Storing and preserving our collections

Libraries have to physically store all of their printed material, and servers for their digital stuff. 

This includes:

• Storing fragile and unstable material in containers, called “housing”

• Taking preservation action to protect things from damage

• Labelling books with shelf locations

• Using security tags to prevent theft

• Marking books with “accession” information for auditing

• Making backup copies and disk images of floppies and other things that can degrade over 
time

Collection Development and Acquisitions

• Our Collection Development Policy tells us what to collect

• We have budgets to spend that can be split between different priorities or collections

• We can use library vendors who act like personal shoppers based on our policies and 
budgets

• Deposit libraries approach each publisher directly, instead of going to a vendor or a 
bookstore

• We can use national and global databases of catalogue records to see what other libraries 
have, that we might want to get too

• There is a lot of invoicing work that has to connect with our catalogue systems

• Australian libraries often have special policies for local authors and Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander material, because these kinds of books have high historical value but can go 
out of print very quickly

Providing services to members of the public

• We help people find and borrow things in our collections

• We help people use online resources, and sometimes just check their email

• We help people use photocopiers

• We often run literacy training or other public events, especially for children

• There are a lot of homeless people who visit libraries, and people who cannot work for 
various reasons. You will run into a lot of people who are normally invisible in society



There are staff in every library who are responsible for helping the public, and responding to 
problems. They usually work at the front desk, so learn where it is. You won’t be expected to help 
visitors without being given training.

Describing what is in the collection

• Most places use MARC21. Yes it's from the 70s. It's usually coded slowly by hand

• Library databases use this data to track copies and circulation but the main reason is to help 
users find books 

• Records are based on the item in hand, even if there's a typo or the page numbering is wrong

• The idea is to help readers find a book based on anything they might have noticed about it, 
and subject headings and call numbers are used to group like things together.

• Sometimes MARC rules break ISO standards like place names or dates!

• Dates are usually only YYYY. They can also be 199u or 19xx. You'll also get ranges like 
2003- or 2010-9999

• There's core basic information, but 100s of optional fields and most of them can be used 
more than once.

How Libraries Work Together
• National and global shared catalogue records - We collectively fund large-scale

• metadata repositories because it saves a huge amount of costs for data entry

• Inter-library loans - Libraries can lend books to each other, when they can’t get a

• copy of a book that a reader needs. It usually costs the reader for postage and

• handling fees.

• “Consortia”, groups of libraries who share subscription costs to journals etc.

• Library associations - These often advocate for libraries and library users

• Boards and Committees - Govern our shared standards

• Interest and user groups

Ethics and paradoxes
We have a history of advocating for copyright exemptions and user privacy. However, because we 
have had to sign a lot of licenses to access online journals, we also inadvertently expose our users to 
a lot of trackers and data mining. It is hard for any one librarian to navigate the web of software and 
subscription and DRM agreements our library is signed up for.

At times the rules for cataloguing and how we make information in books available to the public 
can create privacy risks for writers and people that books are written about. A lot of our practices 
were designed without thinking about online privacy or data scraping. Sometimes our ethical values 
can come into conflict with the rules we are being told to apply.

We want to help everyone access books fairly. Since publishing and society in general isn’t fair, we 
constantly struggle to find ways to provide services to suit all readers.
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